
Dump your rubbish in … 

The Third Space! 
 

Have you ever had an argument with someone or performed 

badly at something and … didn’t really know why? When we 

think of the causes of most arguments, they’re almost always 

insignificant and petty … would you agree? The great news is 

that they’re incredibly easy to avoid. When we think about poor 

pefomances at work, business, sport, writing or any other 

aspirations, they can be devastating and heartbraking … can’t 

they? They can also be very easily prevented. Often the main 

reason for these undesirable circumstances occuring has little 

to do with the person or job at hand. In many cases it’s because 

of baggage that’s been brought from one situation to the next 

… from the first to the second space! 

 

Have you ever had a bad day at work and then come home to the family in a foul mood? Has that 

mood ever negatively impacted the time you spent and the relationship with your family? Have 

you ever had a fight with someone or some other bad experience just before needing to focus 

on something else? Then consequently were you unable to give that project the attention it 

needed and delivered a sub-standard result?  

 

These issues happen to all of us, maybe even regularly, and the 

reason is simple … we haven’t created another short 

transitional space between the first and second space. In his 

book ‘The Third Space’, Dr Adam Fraser discusses this in great 

detail. He explains that if we take stress, anxiety, anger, 

sadness or any other negative emotion from one situation (the 

first space) straight into the next (the second space) then there 

is massive potential for a very undesirable outcome. 

 

We all know what happens when we are angry, because 

something doesn’t go our way, and then take that anger into 

an interaction with our partner … don’t we? What if, however, 

you could insert a third space between the event that caused 

the anger and the interaction with your partner? What if you 

were able to ring a mentor get a new perspective and diffuse the anger? What if you spend five 

minutes in the car before going inside listening to music you love to put you in a good mood? 

What if, on the way home, you went to the gym and spend 20 minutes hitting a punching bag? 

Would it create a different outcome at home? You bet it would! This is the power of the Third 

Space! 

 

 



The Third Space is where you dump your rubbish! It’s where you leave the baggage. It’s the place 

where you reconcile, learn lessons and diffuse any negative emotions from experiences in the 

first space before you move into the second. It truly is an amazing space and if you are willing to 

introduce it and use it, your relationships, your aspirations and your life will improve 

immeasurably. 

 

Creating a very different result! 
I had one of those days earlier this week! You know the ones … when everything goes wrong? In 

fact that evening, and all within a short five minute period, three undesirable things happened 

and all the arrangements I had organised for that evening fell through. I was angry, 

disappointed and deflated and my first space was reduced to rubble! I was cranky … really 

cranky. 

 

I didn’t want to finish the day feeling discouraged or go to bed that night angry, so I added in a 

third space. I decided I had to do something so I could move into my second space feeling calm, 

relaxed, positive and in control. I got on the phone and I started making calls to set up some 

new and exciting appointments. About 15 minutes later Laura and had done it – we set up two 

new appointments and we were able to finish the night feeling strong and good about 

ourselves, rather than weak, angry and defeated. 

 

This is a mind-blowing concept and it can truly change the results you are currently getting from 

life. For most of us our biggest issues come because we react to circumstances and take that 

negativity into our next project or interaction. This third space concept is brilliant and so simple if 

you have it pre-planned. The most obvious third space I would recommend is to ask yourself, 

‘what’s the lesson from this situation/’ and then take 5-10 minutes to answer the question. 

 

Have a third space planned between work and home. Have a third space planned as soon as 

something doesn’t go your way. Have a third space planned when you are not feeling at your 

best. Have a third space planned when someone annoys you. Make the third space an 

unconscious reaction and watch what happens in your life. 

 

I want to finish this blog with an example of what can happen if you refuse to add in your third 

space … it can be devastating and it can leave you with regret. You may have heard me talk 

about how my professional football career ended. It was a Saturday morning after the season in 

1987 and I read in the newspaper that I had been sacked from the club! It was pretty devastating 

thing to read but had I added in a third space things may be very different. 

 

I was angry, humiliated and victim-minded. I went straight from this first space to a 

confrontation with the football club without inserting a third space. The result was, at the age of 

24, I guaranteed that I could never continue my professional footballing with that 

club .  

 

Please don’t make the same mistake … use the third space. Do some meditation, 

go for a run, find a place and cry, find a trusted person to talk to or do whatever 

you need to do to dump the rubbish before you move into the second space. This 

one simple and single decision will improve your life more dramatically than 

anything else. Enjoy your third space. 
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